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We describe the implementation of laser-cooled silica microspheres as force sensors in a dual-
beam optical dipole trap in high vacuum. Using this system we have demonstrated trap lifetimes
exceeding several days, attonewton force detection capability, and wide tunability in trapping and
cooling parameters. Measurements have been performed with charged and neutral beads to calibrate
the sensitivity of the detector. This work establishes the suitability of dual beam optical dipole
traps for precision force measurement in high vacuum with long averaging times, and enables future
applications including the study of gravitational inverse square law violations at short range, Casimir
forces, acceleration sensing, and quantum opto-mechanics.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Wk,07.10.Cm,07.10.Pz

I. INTRODUCTION

Micro- and nano-mechanical oscillators have achieved
attonewton force sensitivity, enabling the detection of
single-electron spins in solids [1], tests for non-Newtonian
gravity at sub-millimeter length scales [2], and the real-
ization of sensitive chip-scale optomechanical force trans-
ducers [3–5] and accelerometers [6]. Nanotube resonators
have recently demonstrated sensitivity well below the
aN/
√

Hz level in a cryogenic system [7]. The minimum
detectable force in the presence of thermal noise scales
with the inverse square root of the mechanical quality fac-
tor Q, which is typically limited by materials loss includ-
ing thermo-elastic dissipation and surface imperfections,
as well as clamping loss. To circumvent clamping loss,
one can consider levitating the mechanical oscillator, for
example using magnetic fields [8] or radiation pressure
[9]. For a sufficiently rigid particle in such a trap, its
center-of-mass oscillations are largely unaffected by the
internal loss mechanisms in the material, while still being
damped by collisions with the background gas. Thus by
optical trapping in a high vacuum environment, excellent
decoupling is achieved, leading to sub-aN sensitivity even
in a room temperature environment [9]. Such sensitivity
enables new searches for gravitational inverse square law
violations at short range [10], tests of Casimir forces in
new regimes [10], new methods for the detection of grav-
itational waves [11], as well as sensitive electromagnetic
and inertial sensing [9].

Levitated dielectric objects have also been identified
as promising candidates for ground state cooling [12, 13],
tests of quantum phenomena in meso-scale systems [12–
14], precision interferometry [15, 16], and hybrid quan-
tum systems coupled to cold atoms [17]. While the first
optical trapping and manipulation of microscopic dielec-
tric particles in vacuum was reported in the 1970s by
Ashkin and coworkers [18–20], several recent experiments
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have revitalized this field, involving mK feedback cooling
of dielectric spheres in a dual beam optical trap [21],
parametric feedback cooling of nanospheres in an op-
tical tweezer in high vacuum [22], cavity cooling of a
nanosphere in an optical cavity trap [23], searches for
millicharged particles in an optical levitation trap [24],
and trapping and cavity cooling of a nanoparticle in a
combined optical/ion trap in high vacuum [25].

In this paper, we report the use of laser-cooled sil-
ica microspheres as force sensors in a dual-beam optical
dipole trap in high vacuum. A significant challenge in the
realization of optically trapped dielectric particles at low
pressure has to do with the ability to stabilize the par-
ticle while pumping through the regime of intermediate
vacuum [20, 23]. We have identified a set of trapping and
laser-cooling conditions that provide a robust method to
pump beads through this transition region between dif-
fusive and ballistic collisions with the surrounding gas
molecules. Previous work in a dual-beam dipole trap
had achieved high-vacuum lifetimes of order ∼ 1 hour
[21]. Here we have regularly attained trap lifetimes of
several days, limited only by applied perturbations which
resulted in loss of the particle. In contrast to Ashkin-type
single beam levitation traps [20, 24] where the scattering
force from a vertically oriented laser beam balances the
gravitational acceleration g due to the Earth, the dual
beam trap affords a wider tunability of trap parameters.
For example, the position of the trapped particle can be
made less dependent on the trapping laser intensity.

The force fluctuation spectral density due to thermal
noise for a harmonic oscillator at temperature T is

S
1/2
F =

√
4kBTk

ω0Q
(1)

where k is the spring constant and w0 is the resonance
frequency. The minimum resolvable force in a measure-

ment of bandwidth b is thus Fmin =
√

4kBTkb
ω0Q

. For a

microsphere of mass m in the absence of laser cooling,
Fmin =

√
4kBTmΓMb, where ΓM = 16P/(πρvr) is the

damping rate of a sphere with radius r and density ρ
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due to background gas with pressure P and mean speed
v. For a sphere cooled with laser feedback cooling, the
temperature in Eq. 1 becomes Teff and the damping rate
Γeff includes the effect of the cooling laser. Using this sys-

tem we have demonstrated S
1/2
F of order 200 aN/

√
Hz,

with a corresponding acceleration sensitivity of ∼ 700
µg /

√
Hz using a 30 pg test mass. The force sensitiv-

ity is comparable to that achieved with cryogenic MEMS
resonators used in Ref. [2], and approaching the sensitiv-
ity of current state-of-the-art room temperature optome-
chanical force sensors [3–5] within a factor of ∼ 3. We es-

timate that with improved laser noise, sub-aN/
√

Hz sen-
sitivity and performance competitive with nanogram op-
tomechanical accelerometers [6] (∼ 10 µg /

√
Hz) may be

achievable. Time-averaged measurements with aN sensi-
tivity have been performed. Measurements with known
electric fields applied to charged and neutral beads have
been performed to calibrate the detection method. This
work establishes the feasibility of versatile, robust, dual
beam optical dipole traps for precision force measure-
ment in high vacuum with long averaging times, enabling
the studies of gravitational inverse square law violations
at short range, Casimir forces, acceleration sensing, and
quantum opto-mechanics.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 1. A
3 µm fused silica sphere is trapped within an optical
dipole trap created by focusing two 1064 nm counter-
propagating orthogonally polarized beams of roughly
equal power to the nearly same position in space. The
initial total power is 2.2 W and the waist size is approx-
imately 8 µm. The beam foci are offset axially by 75
µm to allow for greater power imbalance between the
beams. The foci offset is adjusted by moving the dipole
trap lenses which are mounted on in-vacuum translation
stages. The offset is measured ex-situ using a pinhole
mounted on a 3-d translation stage. Figure 2 shows the
optical scattering and gradient force on a bead along the
axial direction, as calculated with Lorenz-Mie theory [26].
For zero foci offset, the power balance must be main-
tained below the 1 percent level to obtain a stable trap.
For larger focal separation this requirement is greatly re-
laxed. A PZT driven mirror allows in-situ adjustment of
the transverse alignment of the beams. To load the trap,
an in-vacuum PZT is used to vibrate a glass substrate
above the trap center which has beads deposited on it.
The trap is typically loaded at 5− 10 Torr of N2 gas.

The 3D position of the micro-sphere is measured us-
ing two separate quadrant photo-detectors (QPDs). For
active feedback stabilization, the position signals from
the QPDs are phase shifted by 90 degrees to provide a
signal proportional to the bead’s instantaneous velocity
using either a derivative circuit or phase shifter circuit.
The phase shifted signals were used to modulate the RF
amplitude of three acousto-optic modulators (AOMs),
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FIG. 1: (Color Online) The optical dipole trap is created
by focusing two orthogonally polarized laser beams using 50
mm focal length inside a vacuum chamber. A 780 nm laser
provides active feedback cooling to stabilize the trapped beads
in vacuum and provide optical damping. (inset) A set of
calibration electrodes is used to conduct force measurements
with a known applied electric field at the location of the trap.
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FIG. 2: (Color Online) Optical force along the laser axis with
coincident foci (left) and offset foci (right) for various power
imbalance between the S- and P- polarized beams. Power
imbalance is defined so that e.g. 1% indicates 51% of the
power is in the P- polarized beam. The total laser power is
2.2 W and the waist is 9 µm.

which modulate the intensity of a 780 nm laser, provid-
ing a velocity-dependent damping force in each direction.
The feedback light is focused onto the sphere using 200
mm lenses outside of the vacuum chamber in the vertical
(y−) and horizontal (x−) directions, and using one of the
dipole trap lenses for the axial (z−) direction.

Without feedback cooling, particles are lost from the
trap as the pressure is pumped from approximately 1
Torr to high vacuum. Figure 3a shows the pressure at
which microspheres are lost from the trap, as a function
of laser intensity. There is a marked increase in the pres-
sure at which beads are lost for laser intensity exceeding
approximately 4 × 109 W/m2, whereas the pressure re-
mains relatively constant below this point. Assuming a
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conservative trap, the trapping depth determined by the

dipole potential is given by U =
3ItrapV

c
ε1−1
ε1+2 , where V

is the volume of the microsphere and ε1 is the real part
of the relative permittivity. For our parameters for a 3
µm sphere the trap depth is approximately 2.5 × 106K

(
Itrap

109W/m2 ). Although this trapping depth increases lin-

early with intensity, the particle loss effect may have to
do with instabilities due to nonconservative scattering
forces in the optical trap [27, 28] which are enhanced at
higher laser power. We have observed that for poor trap-
ping alignment, these nonconservative forces are able to
drive cyclic motion in the trap and under these conditions
the particle is subject to loss even at pressures exceeding
1 Torr for similar trapping intensities. By steering the
trapping beam overlap using PZT mirrors, these effects
can be reduced.

The particle loss in Fig. 3a also may have to do with
radiometric forces [20, 29]. The finite optical absorp-
tion in the sphere results in an increased surface tem-
perature. As gas molecules collide with the surface, they
carry away larger kinetic energy. Currents of these hot air
molecules produced by gradients in the trapping intensity
can in principle cause the particles to be kicked from the
trap [20]. We can parameterize the optical absorption
through the imaginary part of the complex permittivity
ε = ε1+iε2. Bulk silica has approximately ε2 = 10−7 [30].
We can place an upper bound on ε2 < 10−6 by observing
that the trapped sphere does not evaporate under high
vacuum conditions at high laser intensity. We expect ε2
is within this range. In Fig. 3b we show the expected
mean internal temperature Tint of the bead for ε2 = 10−6

as a function of gas pressure. In this model, at high pres-
sure the sphere is cooled through gas collisions, while at
high vacuum conditions the heat is dissipated through
blackbody radiation. A lower ε2 results in a lower high-
vacuum equilibrium temperature, however the shape of
the curve is qualitatively similar. Tint begins to appre-
ciably rise at pressures around 1 Torr.

Fig. 3b also shows the expected dependence of the
photothermal force on pressure, following the model of
Ref. [31], where we take into account that the temper-
ature gradient depends on the pressure. There is a re-
gion between ∼ 100 mTorr and 10 Torr where the mag-
nitude of the photothermal force FT is independent of
pressure. This result is in contrast to the early work
shown in Ref. [20] where a fixed temperature gradient
was assumed, resulting in a local maximum at P = P0,

where P0 = 3η
r

√
RgTgas

M . Here η, Tgas, and M are the

N2 viscosity, temperature, and molar mass, respectively,
and Rg = 8.31 J

mol·K is the gas constant. In the flat region
the temperature gradient is increasing as 1/P while the
photothermal force is proportional to P . At sufficiently
low pressure (e.g. below 10−2 Torr) the temperature is
set by blackbody radiation and the temperature gradi-
ent becomes constant. To estimate the magnitude of FT
we assume a 1% variation in temperature across the 3
µm sphere, due to the intensity gradient of the trap-
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FIG. 3: (Color Online) (a) Mean pressure at which beads are
lost from the trap for various laser trapping intensities, with
no laser-feedback cooling applied. Statistics are shown for 30
beads. (b) Calculated internal temperature (right) and pho-
tothermal force (left) assuming ε2 = 10−6 and one percent
internal temperature gradient across the bead. (c) Measured
damping rate along x− versus gas pressure for two different
beads. (dashed line) Calculated damping rate for a bead of
diameter 3.0 µm in N2 gas. (d) Measured center-of-mass tem-
perature in the x− direction versus pressure. For data shown
in (b-d), Itrap = 2 × 109 W/m2.

ping beams near their waists. The shape of this curve
is qualitatively similar for larger or smaller temperature
variations within an order of magnitude. Thus there is
generally a range of intermediate vacuum pressures over
which photothermal forces can be significant.

Taking into account the heating rate due to non-
conservative forces from the scattering force, from ra-
diometric forces, and from laser noise, we estimate the
steady state average phonon number in the trap (consid-
ering only 1-d for simplicity): n̄ = (n̄thΓM + Γsc)/(ΓM +
Γcool − αNC). Here ΓM is the damping rate due to the
background gas, Γcool is the laser cooling rate, and n̄thΓM
is the thermalization rate due to the environmental heat
bath of the surrounding gas. The term Γsc includes heat-
ing from laser noise and momentum diffusion due to pho-
ton recoil, while the term αNC corresponds to heating due
to nonconservative forces from the scattering force and
the radiometric force: αNC ≡ αNC(rad) + αNC(trap). In
Fig. 3c we show the measured damping rate for motion
in the x− direction for two different beads, with no laser
cooling applied. There is reasonable agreement with the
calculated damping rate from N2 gas [32], shown as a
dashed line for a sphere with diameter of 3 µm, within
experimental uncertainties. Fig. 3d shows the corre-
sponding center-of-mass temperature of the beads mo-
tion in the x-direction as a function of pressure. With
laser cooling turned off, i.e. Γcool = 0, we can estimate
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the value of αNC from the pressure at which the beads are
lost, corresponding to the vanishing of the denominator
in the expression for n̄. At this point the damping rate
from the gas is approximately equal to the heating rate
from the radiometric forces and nonconservative scatter-
ing forces. The experimentally inferred heating rate αNC

typically ranges from 20− 50 Hz. Variance in this value
may depend on the absorption coefficient of a particular
bead, or on the trap alignment. Other groups have re-
ported loss pressures in the mTorr range in the absence
of feedback cooling [21, 22]. These differences might also
have to do with reduced optical absorption or improved
trap alignment. For example, the tweezer used in Ref.
[22] has no beam overlap issues.

To avoid the trapping instabilities, we reduce the laser
trap intensity Itrap to approximately 2×109 W/m2 prior
to pumping to high vacuum. In this case laser feedback
cooling is able to provide damping needed to stabilize the
particle as it is pumped to high vacuum using a turbo-
molecular pump. The intensity of the feedback light is
typically ∼ 107 − 108 W/m2, in the x-, y-, and z- direc-
tions. The feedback gain is increased until the linewidth
of the mechanical resonance is roughly ∼ 400 − 500 Hz
in the transverse directions and ∼ 300 Hz in the axial di-
rection. The N2 is slowly removed from the chamber by
slowly opening a right angle valve over several minutes,
until the pressure is below 10−4 Torr. At this point the
valve can be opened completely and the base pressure of
the chamber of approximately 5 × 10−6 Torr is reached.
After high vacuum has been attained, the laser cooling
rate can be reduced by more than an order of magni-
tude, while still allowing the particle to remain trapped
for long time periods. It is also possible to turn off the
feedback in one direction and still maintain the particle
in the trap, due to cross-coupling between feedback chan-
nels. This is suggestive that radiometric forces present
at intermediate pressures, not solely the nonconservative
scattering forces, play a role in the trap loss mechanism.
Itrap can be increased by a factor of ∼ 5 at high vacuum
before losing the particle. This allows the trapping fre-
quency to be tuned by more than a factor of 2 in-situ.
The loss at high vacuum with high intensity may be due
to nonconservative forces in the trap or internal heating.

Prior to pumping to high vacuum, the temperature as
derived from the position spectrum of the beads is largely
independent of pressure for sufficiently high pressure, as
shown in Fig. 3d. We thus assume the bead is in ther-
mal equilibrium with the background gas above 5 Torr.
This allows us to determine a scale factor to convert the
quadrant photodetector voltage into a displacement.

Figure 4a shows a typical 3-D position spectrum of
a bead held at low vacuum of 1.7 Torr with no feed-
back cooling applied, and a spectrum at high vacuum
of 5 × 10−6 Torr with feedback cooling. The trans-
verse modes (x−, y−) are observed with frequencies of
(1073, 1081) Hz respectively, and the axial (z−) fre-
quency is 312 Hz. The peaks are slightly shifted when
feedback cooling is applied due to the optical spring ef-
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FIG. 4: (Color Online) (a) Typical position spectrum of a
bead held at low vacuum of 1.7 Torr with no feedback cooling
applied (red), and at high vacuum of 5 × 10−6 Torr with
feedback cooling applied (blue). Also shown (light blue) is
a Lorentzian fit to the peaks in the high vacuum data, with
fit parameters as discussed in the text. (b) x- spectrum of a
bead at 5 × 10−6 Torr with varying feedback cooling rates.

fect that occurs if the feedback phase is not precisely 90
degrees. Under high vacuum conditions with feedback
cooling applied, using a Lorentzian fit we attain effec-
tive temperatures of 10 ± 3 K, 55 ± 9 K, and 12 ± 2
K in the x-,y-,and z- directions respectively, with corre-
sponding damping rates of 454±29 Hz, 448±16 Hz, and
340 ± 120 Hz. The force sensitivity in the x−direction

corresponds to S
1/2
F,x = 217± 48 aN/

√
Hz, with the error

dominated by the uncertainties in the particle size and
the displacement-to-voltage scaling factor for the quad-
rant photodetector. The lowest attainable temperature
appears to be limited by noise in the trapping laser. The
expected sensitivity at this pressure would be approxi-
mately 102 times lower in the absence of laser noise and
cross-talk between feedback channels. Fig. 4b shows the
x- spectrum of a bead at 5×10−6 Torr with varying feed-
back cooling rates. The beads remain trapped at high
vacuum using feedback damping rates less than 10% of
the values needed while evacuating the chamber.
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FIG. 5: (Color Online) (a) On-resonance horizontal (x-) force
on the bead at 5 × 10−6 Torr, versus averaging time, with no
applied forces. (b) Force on a charged bead (2e-) and neutral
bead (0e-) versus averaging time for varying applied driving
voltage VAC . (c) Force on beads of varying charge (neutral,
2e-, 18±2e-, and 41±5e-) versus applied driving voltage VAC

and corresponding electric field with 100 s averaging time.
Data are shown at VAC = 2, 4, 8, 12, 20, 24, 28 V.

III. FORCE MEASUREMENTS

In the absence of an applied force, we expect the sig-
nal due to thermal noise to average down as b1/2. This
behavior is shown in Fig. 5a for averaging times exceed-
ing 10 hours. Force sensitivity of ∼ 2 aN is achievable
at this timescale. Figure 1 depicts the wire configuration
used to produce a known electric field Ex at the position
of the bead. We apply a sinusoidal voltage ranging from
VAC ∼ 2− 28 V to the two wires, corresponding to elec-
tric fields up to 2300 V/m. We find that approximately
80% of beads are trapped with a non-zero charge. Those
beads which are neutral after trapping remain neutral
over the timescale of our measurements, which we have
extended over several days. The beads which are charged
tend to retain the same value of charge. By implement-
ing suitable UV light source, control of the bead charge
should be possible [24]. In earlier work at low vacuum
(1.7 Torr), we have found that by applying UV light in
the vacuum chamber the bead charge can be reduced in-
situ [33].

In Fig. 5b we show the force on a charged bead and
neutral bead as a function of averaging time, for differ-

ent values of applied electric field. When the applied
field is turned off, the noise floor averages down as ex-
pected. These measurements are performed near the trap
resonance frequency ≈ 1.1 kHz. Measurements are also
taken off resonance at 7 kHz, where the mechanical re-
sponse of the bead is significantly reduced, and without a
bead in the trap to determine the electronic background
noise. We find the electronic noise is not significant over
the 100 s timescale for driving voltages VAC up to 8 V.
From the known Ex and the observed displacement of
the bead, the measured value of the charge is 1.83± .21
electrons, so we assign the value 2e-. In Fig. 5c we show
the force versus applied electric field for several different
beads with differing charges. The sign of the charge is
determined by measuring the phase of the motion with
respect to the applied voltage. Measurements with beads
having a known small number of electrons (e.g. 1 or 2)
provide an independent calibration of the force sensitiv-
ity.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have determined a set of trapping and cooling
parameters which permit pumping through the inter-
mediate vacuum transition where trap instabilities are
known to be present. At high vacuum we have demon-
strated force sensitivity at the aN level, with trapping
lifetimes exceeding days. We estimate that improved
sensitivity of order 102 can be attained with reduced
laser noise at similar pressures, for example by using
an intensity-stabilized laser in a standing wave trap to
reduce the effect of beam pointing fluctuations in the
counter-propagating beams. Also, nonconservative heat-
ing effects due to the scattering force should be reduced
in such a trap, due to improved overlap of the counter-
propagating lasers. Our method produces trapped beads
with zero or negative charge, which remains constant over
the trap lifetime at high vacuum. This system shows
promise for precision measurements in ultra-high vac-
uum requiring long averaging times, including tests of
short-range gravitational forces or Casimir forces, as well
as experiments on quantum optomechanics, for example
where silica beads are held in a dual-beam dipole trap
and cooled using a cavity [13], with feedback cooling [34],
or by sympathetic cooling with atoms [17].
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